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Abstract 
A new bisimulation based semantics, called performance quivalence, is proposed for a pro- 
cess algebra equipped with the TCSP parallel operator. This semantics relies on the basic 
assumption that actions are time-consuming, where their duration is statically fixed. Perfor- 
mance equivalence equates systems whenever they perform the same actions in the same 
amount of time, thus introducing a simple form of performance valuation in process algebras. 
A comparison with other equivalences is provided; in particular, we show that performance 
equivalence is strictly finer than step bisimulation equivalence and strictly coarser than partial 
ordering bisimulation equivalence. 
1. Introduction 
Process algebras, such as ACP [3], CCS [19], TCSP [7] and LOTOS [6], are 
widely accepted formalisms for the “functional” specification of concurrent systems, 
where functional means that a process term specifies what actions the system should 
do. Bisimulation [24] is a standard tool for the definition of a behavioural equivalence 
on process terms which, besides the actions, considers the structure of the alternative 
choices (the so-called branching-time semantics). 
Another, not less relevant, aspect of the specification of a system is its “perfor- 
mance”, i.e., the measure of the time consumed for execution. It may be argued that 
performance is only a matter of efficient implementation. This is debatable: for 
applications whose functionality is performance-dependent (i.e., it can be altered by 
the flow of time like, e.g., in presence of timeouts), it is reasonable to require that 
a specification does not allow implementations which do not have an adequate 
performance. 
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Our work gives a contribution in the direction of integrating the two needs by 
presenting a new bisimulation-based semantics, called performance equioalence, for 
a simple process algebra where systems are equated if they perform the same actions in 
the same time (i.e., they have the same functional and performance behaviour). 
The basic assumptions on which this semantics relies are the following. Any action 
a has a duration - a natural numberf(a) - which represents the number of time units 
needed for its execution. Every sequential subsystem is equipped with a clock, whose 
elapsing is set only by the execution of actions. To be more precise, whenever an 
action a is executed by a sequential subcomponent P, the value n of the local clock of 
P is incremented to n+_/-(u), whilst the local clocks of those sequential components not 
involved in the execution of a are unaffected. Hence, if P is idle during a transition, its 
local clock value cannot increase. In other words, each sequential subsystem is always 
eager to perform an executable action (or dually, actions are “urgent”): the time value 
is incremented locally only when the executable action is performed. The only 
exception is concerned with synchronization. Two processes can synchronize when 
they perform the same action at the same time; if one of the two is able to execute such 
an action before the other one, then a form of “busy waiting” is allowed. This fact 
shows that the local clocks are indeed locally duplicated, possibly inconsistent, 
versions of the unique physical global time. Indeed, the time is the same for all the 
sequential components; the only point is that - as the semantics is based on the 
sequential simulation of the concurrent executions (as in the interleaving approach 
[19] - we do not pretend that all the local views of the clock be consistent during the 
steps of the simulation. This assumption is rather natural if we are interested in 
performance evaluation only. In a sequential simulation there is no need of having 
a tight agreement between the time of execution (i.e., the number attached to the 
executed actions) and the time of observation (i.e., the time of “generation” of actions 
during the sequential simulation). 
A simple example may be helpful in clarifying the basic idea. Consider the term 
E = u.c 11 b. Since the clock is set to 0 before starting the execution of E, the initial state 
of the transition system is (0 =- a.~) [I(0 + b), where the auxiliary operator n = P 
means that the execution of P starts exactly after n time units of the global clock. In 
the sequel we assume that the = operator binds stronger than the II operator. One of 
the two transitions out of it is labelled (a, f(u)) and reaches f(u) =z- c I/ 0 *b. By 
executing b, we reach the statef(u) + c 11 f(b) =s- nil; finally the execution of c produces 
a transition labelled (c, f(u)+f(c)) with target statef(u) +f(c) =P nil II f(b) * nil. It is 
immediate observing that the time needed for the complete execution of the system is 
max { f(u) +f(c), f(b)} and that bisimulation equivalence over this labelled transition 
system is more discriminating than interleaving bisimulation [19]. Indeed, the equa- 
tion a II b=u.b+b.u does not hold: 
O=z-uI[Oe-b- <‘*J-(~)) f(u) =s nil II 0 =a ‘b’f(b’!f(u) * nil II f(b) =a nil 
O=s(u.b+b.u)- ‘a’f(a)) f(u) a b o+j(b)? (f(u) +f(b)) a nil 
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as the execution of b after a in the right-hand side term is performed with a higher 
clock value. Notice that, iff(a) >f(b), the execution of a before b in a 11 b generates two 
transitions where the clock value is decreased in the second transition. This phenom- 
enon has been criticized in real-time literature (e.g., [2]), because in this context the 
time of execution and the time of observation are required to agree tightly. Nonethe- 
less, we want to stress that the semantics we propose is a priori of timed calculi (no 
specific operators have been proposed to this aim) and real time is not an issue of this 
paper. As a matter of fact, time-dependent operators (such as timeouts and watch- 
dogs) can be added later, exploiting the explicit duration information provided by our 
approach; furthermore, we think that real-time variants of performance quivalence 
can be easily obtained by simply “pruning” some of the components that we admit in 
the present proposal (see Section 6 for a discussion about this). 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the process 
algebra we investigate, while its operational semantics is reported in Section 3. It 
exploits also additional information on (static) location of actions, in order to deal 
with synchronisation correctly. A location may be interpreted as an “abstract name” 
for a sequential subagent. In our operational semantics, an action has, besides its time 
of completion, the “name” of the subagents involved in the execution. The technical 
treatment is inspired by [ 133 (see, however, [8] for a comprehensive work on location 
based semantics). Locations are needed because the “busy waiting” mechanism (the 
subagents which is ready first for a synchronisation must wait for the other one, letting 
time pass) needs a precise knowledge of the subagents involved in the synchronisation. 
Section 4 is devoted to the behavioural semantics, hence to performance bisimulation 
equivalence. This is an abstraction step on the operational semantics, because the 
location part of the label is forgotten (as we have done in the example above). Here we 
show that the new equivalence is not a congruence for the operators of relabelling and 
TCSP parallel composition, presenting the relevant counterexamples. 
Section 5 deals with “comparative concurrency semantics”. We show that perfor- 
mance equivalence is strictly finer than step bisimulation equivalence and strictly 
coarser than partial ordering bisimulation equivalence [111, also called weak history 
preserving bisimulation equivalence [29]. This means that durational information 
permits to discover the potential parallelism among actions but not, in general, their 
causal dependences. Some other comparative results are also discussed. Then some 
concluding remarks and comparison with related literature are reported in Section 6. 
2. The Language 
Let Act be a set of actions, ranged over by a, b, c, . . . The process algebra _Y we 
study has operators borrowed from CCS [19] and TCSP [7]. The process terms, 
usually called agents or programs, are generated by the following syntax: 
E ::= nil 1 a.E 1 E+E 1 E [iA E 1 EC@]. 
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Term nil represents a properly terminated process. By prefixing a term E with an 
action a, we get a process term a.E which can do an action a and then behaves like E. 
El +Ez denotes the alternative composition of the two process terms El and E2, while 
El [iA E2 is their parallel composition, where synchronisation is required for actions 
over the set A tact. We usually write El 1) E2 for El II8 E2 and El Ila E2 for El II(O) E2. 
EC@] behaves like E, where actions are relabelled according to function @ : Act+Act. 
For the sake of simplicity, terminal nil’s can be omitted; e.g., a+ b.c stands for 
a.nil+b.c.nil. 
3. Operational semantics: durations and locations 
The final goal of any program is to be executed, and the measure of the time it 
consumes trictly depends on the chosen machine. As a matter of fact, this elementary 
form of performance valuation can be carried out only if we know how much time is 
taken by the computer to execute each action. Our assumptions on abstract machines 
are the following: 
l Maximal parallelism. Whenever a new subagent is activated, there is always a pro- 
cessor free, ready to execute it. In other words, there is never the need of serializing 
parallel computations. In this way, we are investigating the theoretical, optimal 
performance measure, which does not consider possible constraints due to the 
possible limited number of available processors. 
l Eagerness. There is no time passing in between the execution of actions from the 
same subagent; equivalently, actions happen as soon as possible. The only excep- 
tion is for synchronisation, when a subagent can wait for the partner. 
l Static durations. The amount of time needed for the execution of a par- 
ticular action is fixed once and for all on the basis of the feature of the abstract 
machine. 
As the duration of actions can be different for different machines, we should take 
this parameter into account in our semantic description. One possibility is to 
introduce action duration functions (ranged over by f, g), which associate to each 
action the positive natural number of time units needed for its execution. In the 
following, we choose any action duration function f: Act+N +, simply to fix 
this parameter. 
9 is equipped with an SOS [25] semantics in terms of labelled transition systems. 
Definition 3.1. A labelled transition system is a triple (9, A, Y ) where 9’ is a set of 
states, A is a set of labels and Y= { 3 CY x Y 1 ,uLE.H} is the set of transition 
relations. We will write ~3s’ instead of (s, s’)~lf*. 
In our case, the states are terms of a syntax extending the one for agents with a clock 
prejixing operator, n =S _-) applied to those agents which are considered “undis- 
tributed” or sequential (this notion will be made precise in the following). 
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Definition 3.2. The states are terms generated by the following syntax: 
s ::= n*nil 1 n*a.E 1 n*(E+E) 1 s IIAS 1 s[@], 
where E denotes any agent. The set of states is denoted by S. 
In order to define a simple operational semantics, we will use the convenient 
shorthand expression n * E to mean that n distributes over the operators, till the 
sequential components. The equations below, called clock distribution equations, show 
that a term n 3 E can be “canonically” reduced to a state, when interpreting these 
equations as rewrite rules from left to right. 
n=(E lLE’)=(n*E) lL(n*E’), 
n=a(E[@])=(n=>E)[@]. 
This will be used in the operational rule for action prefixing (cf. the target term) and 
for alternative composition (cf. the source term in the premise). Each transition is 
labelled by triples of the form (a, n)+o. The observable parts is (a, n), meaning that 
action a has been completed exactly n time units after the computation began, while 
the locutions part o is a term pointing out which sequential subagents have been 
involved in the execution of action a itself. The latter part, irrelevant from an 
observational viewpoint (and thus omitted in the examples presented in Section l), is 
used to guarantee a correct updating of the local clock values in steps of synchroniz- 
ation. 
Definition 3.3. The terms generated by the following syntax: 
P ::= l IPJ I LP 
are called locutions. Set L (ranged over by p, p’, . . . ) denotes the set of all locations and 
Sz (ranged over by CO, o’, . . . ) denotes the power set of L. 
The intuition behind locations is the following: l is the unique location of a 
sequential system. When a system is composed of two main parts, p j (Lp) is the 
location p of the left (right) part. The location of a sequential subagent is its access path 
in the abstract syntax tree of the agent, where only parallel operators are kept into 
account. 
Definition 3.4. _J: 52-d, L_: s2+sZ, _ II _: 52 x G?+Q are defined as follows: 
0 vo~o.oJ={pJ~p~w}, 
0 VO~Q. Lw={LPIPEO}, 
l Voi, w~EQ. o1 II 02=01 JuLo2. 
An agent E uniquely determines a set of locations. Function 1: Lf+sZ, defined in 
Table 1, associates a set of locations to each agent. 
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Table 1 
Location function 
I(d) = (3 
QE,+E,)={*f 
WC@l)=W) 
l(a.E)={*} 
UEI II Ed= /(El) II W,) 
I(n =c. E)= I(E) I(% II” s2) = @I) II b*) 
&sC@I)=44 
An agent E is called nondistributed or sequential when 1(E)={*).’ Similarly, any 
state has an associated set of locations, as shown in Table 1. The preorder relation 
r expresses an evolution in the structure of the space, when a sequential subsystem is 
replaced by (at least) two subsystems acting in parallel. 
Definition 3.5. The relation E EL x L, called eoolution relation, is defined as the least 
relation such that 
0 VpeL:g, 
l PlEP2+-PlIEP21~ 
l Pl EPZ * LPI E LP2. 
The evolution relation E can be extended to sets of locations as follows: w1 E o2 if 
and only if VplEml. JP~ECO~.P~ E p2. 
Intuitively, if p1 c p2, then location p1 might evolve to p2 during a computation. As 
an example, consider the agent a.@ /I c). Initially, the system is sequential, so its unique 
location is 0. After the execution of a, the locations of the system become two: l J and 
L*, which are evolutions of 0. 
Definition 3.6. The set of labels for the transition system is n = Act x N + x G!. 
Finally, the transition relation is given through a set of inference rules, listed in 
Table 2, defined in a structural inductive manner [25]. It is worthwhile observing that 
these rules are parametric w.r.t. the chosen duration functionf: Hence, to be precise, 
we should write +f in order to show that the transition relation is dependent of 
function5 For the sake of simplicity, the subscript will always be omitted whenever 
clear from the context. 
The rule for action prefixing states that an action a, executable at time n, is 
completed at time k = n+_/-(u); the number k denotes the time which passed for all the 
sequential subsystems of E. The clock distribution equations transform k =+ E into 
1 While it is intuitively clear the reason why nil and a.E should be considered sequential, one could be 
suspicious for the case of alternative composition. E, + Ez is considered sequential because it starts with the 
sequential, centralized phase of making the choice. 
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Table 2 
The structural rules for the operational semantics 
(ACT) n*a.Ewk+E k=n+f(a) 
<a.t~tul 
(ALTl) 
n-E,-s, 
6a.k >*o 
n=>(E,+E,)-s, 
<n,k>*w 
(ALT2) 
n=E,-s, 
<o.k>*w 
n=+(E,+Et)-~2 
<a.n>*w 
(PARl) 
Q-s; 
if a$A 
Slll.4~2 
<...>*wI) 
-s; llAS2 
<o,n>*o 
(PARZ) 
s2 - s; 
if a$A 
<o.n>*(Lwv) 
sz llA~*-~t II”& 
<o.n, >*w, <o.nz >*w 
(PAR3) 
St - s; sz - s; 
.Q ll~~zo*‘01lol!(C~,,~,l~;~II~~C~~,~~I~;~ 
if acA, n=max{n,,n,} and ki=n-ni for i=l, 2 
<a.nwO 
(RW 
s - s’ 
SC@1 - “(E’*n”*w ([k, ~1s’) [@I 
if n’ = n + k and k =!(@(a)) -f(a) 
a state. Note that different occurrences of the same action a last the same amount of 
time, namelyf(a), each time a is encountered.’ 
Rules (ALTl) and (ALT2) for alternative composition may require some clock 
distribution rewriting for the source state in the premise. As expected, n =z. (E, + E,) 
can do whatever action each of the alternative agents can do starting from time 
instant n. 
Rule (PARl) for the asynchronous execution of an action a (not belonging to the set 
of communication actions A) from the left subagent is almost standard, as the location 
label o of the transition in the premise of the rule is enriched with the context 
information, yielding label CO_] for the transition in the conclusion. Symmetrically, for 
the other asynchronous rule. The rule for synchronisation needs some explanation. 
Assume the left component s1 completes the communication action a at the time 
‘A more flexible (even if static) proposal is to attach durations directly to action occurrences [14], so that 
different occurrences of the same action can have different durations. 
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Table 3 
Equations defining the time update function 
[k,{*}](m*E)=(m+k)=E 
Ck, ~1 (s CO1 I=( Ck 014 I@1 
lXWJl(s1 llasz)=(Ck,ols~)llAs~ 
Ck>Lwl(sl IIAsz)=sl IL (Ck ~14 
Ck, ~1 II wzl(s1 ll~sz)=Kk NSI) IIA (Ck 4s~) 
instant ni and the right one, s2, the same action a at n,; assume also 
n=max{n,, n,}=nr. Since s2 has completed its action first, it must wait for 
k2 = n - n2 time units before synchronising with sl. As in s; the clock number of the 
locations involved in the executions of a is set to n2, it is necessary to update this 
value, increasing it to nl, by exploiting the location information stored in 02. This 
clock updating is performed by the auxiliary time update function [k, w]_, the 
definition of which is given in Table 3. It is essentially a clock prefixing substitution 
operation. Even if rule (PAR3) updates both the components, only one will be really 
affected, as at least one of the two ki is 0. 
Rule (REL) for relabelling is similarly unusual. If the relabelling function changes 
the duration, there is the need to update correctly the local clocks of those sequential 
subsystems which have caused the execution of the action, as well as the time of 
completion in the label. The first update is done through the time update function, 
while the latter by suitably computing the new value n’. Note that the “increment” 
k=f(@(a))-f(u) can now be in fact a negative integer. However, also when k is 
negative, the execution of an action always increases the time values: the local clocks 
of the subagents which have caused action a, incremented byf(a) in sl, are actually 
incremented in the target state ([k, o] s’)[@] by the value f(a) + k, which is positive 
because 1 k 1 <f(u) if k is negative. 
In order to justify that the time update function is well defined, we need a simple 
proposition, which is easily proved by induction on (the proof of) the transition. 
‘a’n)*w Definition 3.7. Let s1 - s2 be derived via the rules in Table 2. Then w E l(s2). 
Proof. The axiom and inference rules in Table 2 ensure that whenever [k, co]_ is 
applied to a state the result is a state. Axiom (ACT) satisfies the thesis and justifies the 
first equation in Table 3. The inference rules for relabelling and alternative composi- 
tion satisfy the thesis by induction on the premise. The same holds for the three rules 
for parallel composition, which correspond tightly to the last three equations in 
Table 3. 0 
We end this section by remarking that for every sequence of derived adjacent 
transitions, a “permutation” of this sequence can be derived in which time is not 
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decreasing. This remark follows by the following proposition, the proof of which is 
straightforward by induction on the structure of the involved transitions. 
Proposition 3.8. Zf s1 B s2 
<b,m>*w 
- s3 and m <n, then there exists a state 
s4 such that s1 
<b. m>*wz <a,n)*o1 
‘Sq’S3. 
4. Behavioural semantics 
The observational semantics we are interested in does not consider the loca- 
tion information, as two systems are considered equivalent whenever they perform 
the same actions at the same time. Moreover, it is based on the branching-time 
semantics of bisimulation [19,24]. Hence, we first recall the notion of bisimula- 
tion on a general abelled transition system, and then we extend the labelled transi- 
tion system with states from which transitions are labelled without the location 
information. 
Definition 4.1. Let (Y, A, S) be a labelled transition system. A binary relation 
%sY x Y is a bisimulation if (s, s’)E$I implies V~EJ?: 
l whenever ~3;s~ then 3s; such that s’%s; and (sl, s~)E%z; 
l whenever s’%$ then 3s1 such that s&s, and (sl, s;)E’%. 
Two states s and s’ are bisimilar, s w s’, if there exists a bisimulation containing (s, s’). 
Definition 4.2. Let s be a state of the labelled transition system. A state without 
location is a term of the form F(s). T denotes the set of states without location; 
U = Su T is the set of all the states of the extended transition system. The set of labels 
of the extended transition system is Uu(Act x N’). The operational rule for the 
operator F is 
<a,n)*w 
s - s’ 
(FORGET) 
F(s) (Il,n> F(s’) 
We are now in a position to introduce our new semantic notion of behaviour 
equivalence. Notice that, as the transition relation is dependent of the chosen duration 
functionf, this equivalence is parametric w.r.t.fitself. In the following wf denotes the 
largest bisimulation relation over the extended transition system where the chosen 
duration function is J 
Definition 4.3. Given a duration function f and two agents El, E2, we say that El 
and E2 are f-performance equivalent, denoted El w{E2, if and only if 
F(O=El)mfF(O+Ez). 
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Fig. 1. Two event structures. 
As any finite prime event structure [22] can be translated to an Y term up to 
isomorphism [28], we can reason about prime event structures instead of agents, 
whenever convenient. Events, labelled on Act, are depicted by circles in the plane; the 
dotted lines joining two events are used to represent conflict; the arrows, instead, 
stand for causality. 
Example 4.4. Let us consider the two agents El =a 11 b.c and 
Ez=(((((al +a~) l/a> %.ci) Ilc,b.ci) ilbb.Cd ll+i,cz)(c~ +c2))[@19 
where @(ai)=u and @(ci)=c for i= 1,2. Their corresponding prime event structures 
are depicted in Fig. 1. If we takef(x) = 1 for any action x, then it is easy to see that 
El - $ E2. Indeed, the action c which is caused by about a and b is always completed 
at time 2. On the contrary, if we take function g(x) = 1 for any x #a and g(u) = 5, then 
the two agents are not g-performance equivalent, because the c caused by a is 
completed at time 6. 
Whenever clear from the context, we do not explicitly mention the parameterfand 
simply write -P for performance equivalence. 
We want to remark that one could define a finer notation of performance quivalence 
which is independent of the chosen duration function. Let us say that El is independent- 
performance quivalent o E2, denoted El N b E2, if El N { E2 for all duration functions 
J Hence, two agents are equated if they perform the same actions in the same time on 
whatever machine. While this is an interesting notion in principle, we think that to 
prove, in general, when two agents are independent-performance equivalent is 
a nontrivial task because of the universal quantification on duration functions. 
Example 4.5. In Section 1 it was shown that a 11 b is not performance equivalent o 
a. b+ b.a. The reader can check the following equalities, the validity of which do 
strictly depend on forgetting locations: 
El IlaE2 -pE2 llaE,> 
@I IlaE2)llaE3 -pEl IIa4@2 lI~E3)9 
E (I nil wpE. 
Note that all these equalities hold for any choice of the duration function. 
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An interesting property of performance quivalence is that it is preserved by all the 
operators, except for those operators which exploit the time update function in their 
operational description. Hence, the first exception is parallel composition with com- 
munication because, when the two partners do not offer their action at the same time 
for synchronisation, a delay (or “busy waiting”) is introduced. 
The other exception is given by nonduration-preserving relabellings, i.e., by 
those relabelling operators which do not satisfy the following property: f(a)= 
f(@(a)) for all aeAct. Indeed, if the relabelling is duration-preserving, there is no 
need for the time update function as k =0 in rule (REL). Note that, if we are 
completely free in the choice of the duration function, we need to restrict the set 
of allowed relabellings to get a congruence result. Instead, if we do not want to 
restrict the class of admissible relabellings and still keep the duration-preserving 
property to ensure the congruence result, then we must restrict the choice of duration 
functions to the constant ones. 
Proposition 4.6. Given two performance equivalent agents El and E2, we have the 
following: 
(i) a.EI wP a. E2 for any action ae Act; 
(ii) E + El wP E+E2 and E1+E wP E2 + E, for any agent E, 
(iii) El [a] -P E2 [@I, for any duration-preserving relabelling @; 
(iv) EIIIE-~ EZ II E and E II EI wP E 11 E2, for any agent E. 
Proof. See the appendix. 0 
Example 4.7. The counterexample for unrestricted relabellings is very simple. 
Consider the _!Z agents El and E2 corresponding to the prime event structures 
depicted in Fig. 1. We already know (see Example 4.4) that for a duration function 
f such that actions a, b, c last one time unit, the two agents are performance quiva- 
lent. Now, let @ be the relabelling function such that Q(b)= b, @(c)=c and 
@(a)=d where f(d)= 5. As a consequence, El [@I and E2 [@I are not perform- 
ance equivalent; the latter can perform an action c at time 6, while the former 
cannot. 
It is easy to prove that independent-performance equivalence is a congruence for 
the relabelling operator. Assume that El - b E,. Let us take a relabelling @. Then, for 
any action duration function f; we can define a new duration function fQ as follows: 
f@(a)=f (@(a)). It is clear that, for anyf, we have that El [@I -{ Ez[@] if and only if 
El -9 E2. Hence, the thesis follows by hypothesis. 
Example 4.8. Parallel composition with synchronisation does not preserve perfor- 
mance equivalence, i.e., El wp E2 does not imply El [IA E -P E2 11 AE for any E and 
any A E Act. The counterexample isthe same proposed by A. Rabinovich to show that 
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Fig. 2. The event structures for agents El, E2 and F. 
Fig. 3. Labelled transitions of E, and E2. 
Fig. 4. Labelled transitions of El 11. F and E2 1). F. 
partial ordering bisimulation [ 1 l] is not a congruence for the TCSP parallel composi- 
tion operator. Consider the two 9 terms: 
where Vie { 1,2,3} . @(ai) = a and Vje{ 1,2}. ~(bj)=b. Their corresponding prime 
event structures b1 and bZ are depicted in Fig. 2. If we assume that every action has 
duration 1, we get the labelled trees in Fig. 3. It is easy to see that the two agents are 
performance equivalent. However, this does not hold when we compose El and E2 in 
parallel with the agent F = a.u (its prime event structure representation 9 is given in 
Fig. 2), i.e., El lla F is not performance equivalent to E2 11. F. The transitions of the 
composed systems are shown in Fig. 4. The crucial point occurs after the synchroniz- 
ations of the a-labelled events which cause the b-labelled events with the two events of 
F. After these two synchronisations, El 11. F can perform both actions b, one at time 
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2 and the other at time 3; on the contrary, E2 1l.F can perform only one action b at 
time 2. 
As a final observation, note that El and E2 are independent-performance equiva- 
lent. Hence, also this finer equivalence is not a congruence for parallel composition 
with synchronisation. 
5. Comparative concurrency semantics 
Performance equivalence is a noninterleaving semantics which is based on the 
notion of time-consumption. It is interesting to see what is the rank of this equivalence 
in the large spectrum of noninterleaving semantics proposed in the literature, ranging 
from step bisimulation [23] to causal [lo] or history preserving bisimulation 
[12,26,29]. It can be proved that performance equivalence is strictly contained in 
between step semantics, N stcp, and partial ordering bisimulation [l 11, - r,,, as stated 
by the following proposition. Intuitively, the transitions of the step semantics are 
labelled by multisets of actions which are concurrently executable, while the transi- 
tions of partial ordering semantics are labelled by the partial order which has been 
observed so far. 
Proposition 5.1. Given two terms El and E2, the following hold: 
(i) if there exists some f such that El -{ E2, then El -S,ep Ez; 
(ii) if El wpoEZ, then El -{E,for anyf: 
The proof is trivial. Item (i) is based on the fact that the execution of independent 
actions generates a “diamond” (i.e., a square diagram where the opposite transitions 
have the same observable label, e.g., (a, n) ) in the operational performance semantics. 
Hence, a performance bisimulation is also a step bisimulation. Point (ii) is similarly 
easy: -Po is finer than -r, as causality gives enough information to recover the time 
needed for execution. 
These arguments are necessarily informal because we have not defined what step 
and partial ordering bisimulations are. Formal proofs are presented in [ 16,271, where 
all these equivalence notions (and many others) are defined and compared over prime 
event structures. 
There, we also prove that if the two systems are time-deterministic (there are 
no reachable states with two outgoing transitions labelled by the same action at 
the same time), then performance equivalence induces a semantics which is even 
finer than -po. To be more precise, the result in [16,27] is that performance 
trace semantics coincides with isomorphism of prime event structures. A simple 
algorithm is presented which, given the set of the timed traces associated to a 
prime event structure 8, reconstructs a prime event structure isomorphic 
to 8. 
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b b b b 
Fig. 5. Performance equivalent event structures, but not partial order equivalent. 
a 0 .b 
Fig. 6. ST bisimilar event structures but not performance equivalent. 
Example 5.2. The reverse of Proposition 5.1 (i) does not hold. Consider the two agents 
E=(a 11 b)+a.b and E’=a 11 b. It is clear that E mStepE’, but E fpE’, as only the latter 
can complete an action b at timef(a)+f(b). 
Consider the two event structures in Fig. 1. They are performance equivalent 
for any constant f, but they are not partial ordering equivalent. Similarly, it is easy 
to see that the two event structures in Fig. 5 are independent-performance equiv- 
alent but not partial ordering equivalent. Hence, the reverse of Proposition 5.l(ii) 
does not hold. 
Let us compare performance equivalence with ST equivalence [ 15,301, denoted by 
-ST, according to which actions are splitted into two atomic phases, their beginning 
and their ending. These two equivalences are incomparable, as shown by the following 
counterexamples. 
Example 5.3. Consider the two event structures in Fig. 2. They are performance 
equivalent but not ST equivalent. Indeed, after the execution of the rightmost event 
a and the beginning of the central a in d 2, we reach a state where no beginning of 
action b is possible. There is no bisimilar state in the ST transition diagram of bi. 
More interesting is the counterexample showing that -sr does not imply -P. 
Consider the two terms E=(a.c l\,(b+c))[b/ ] c and E’=a // b, whose prime event 
structures are depicted in Fig. 6. These are ST bisimilar but not performance bisimilar, 
as in E, action b can be completed also afterf(a) +f(b) time units, when synchronisa- 
tion on c takes place. 
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Still open is the problem of finding a natural characterisation of the coarsest 
congruence contained in wP, denoted by -8. Because of the remarks at the end of 
Examples 4.7 and 4.8, it is clear that -‘p must be strictly finer than -b, hence 
independent of the duration function. 
Since history preserving equivalence (denoted by -,,J is finer than wP,, and is 
also a congruence, we know that -E cannot be finer than -sp. Since the event 
structures depicted in Fig. 5 are performance congruent but not history preserv- 
ing equivalent we can say that mhp is strictly finer than -8. Finally, observe 
that the two event structures in Fig. 5 are performance congruent but not 
partial order equivalent; also, the two structures in Fig. 2 are partial order 
equivalent but not performance congruent; hence -‘p is incomparable with 
-po. 
We conjecture that a slight refinement of -b, taking into account also the genera- 
tion ordering [12] of actions in order to distinguish autoconcurrent actions, is the 
characterisation of -B we are looking for. 
6. Concluding remarks 
This section is devoted to some issues. First, in order to show that our semantic 
approach can be fruitfully exploited to define time-dependent operators, we extend the 
language with a timeout construct. Furthermore, some discussions on possible real- 
time variants of our semantics are given, with the aim at showing that real-time 
constraints can be easily described in our quantitative approach by pruning suitably 
some of the computations. Finally, a concise description of some related literature is 
presented. 
6.1. A time-dependent operator 
In order to substantiate the claim that our approach to the description of time 
might be helpful for a formal description of time-depetdent programming constructs, 
we describe here the strong timeout operator, El D E2 (see [21]). The intuitive 
meanings is that the timeout behaves likedEl if El performs an initial action within 
d time units; if this does not happen, El D E2 starts its execution after d time units 
with any action from E2. 
We can conyrvatively extend the transition system adding sequential stttes of the 
form n *(El D E,) and states without location of the form F(n *(El D E,)). In 
order to define the transitions, we need to annotate locations with time values: with 
(a, k)*w(n) we mean that the execution of action a, performed in the location w, is 
subject to the time constraint n, i.e. the execution of a cannot be delayed after n. We 
introduce function up which, taken an annotated location, returns the lowest time 
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value occuring in its (cc if no annotation is found). With these extensions, the strong 
timeout operator is described by means of the following two operational rules: 
(a,k)*o 
n*El-s 
n ~ (E, ,$ E,) <a.k)*o(n+d) s 
kcn+d; 
where with the so-called negative premise n =S El +* we mean that no 
transition with that label can be derived. 
The synchronisation rule (PAR3)dneeds a minor change to prevent the execution of 
actions from m =S El in m *(El D E,) which, even if locally executed before the 
bound m + d, are then delayed after that bound due to the busy-waiting mechanism in 
synchronisation. The extra side-condition to (PAR3) is: n cup(wJ for i= 1, 2. This 
means that the synchronisation is allowed if the introduced delay n - ni is not enough 
to overcome the annotated upper-bound uP(wi). 
We claim that these operational rule are more intuitively clear and technically 
simpler than those proposed in other approaches to time. For instance, in the 
so-called abstract time approach (see, e.g. [21]), every state is infinitely branching 
because time passing may cause a state transition. Here, instead, a transition is set 
only in correspondence to the execution of an action, hence the number of transitions 
out of any state is always finite. This is the reason why we can safely exploit a negative 
premise in the second rule. 
Of course, this holds because we are not concerned with nonurgent actions, whose 
introduction would substantially change our operational rules. 
6.2. Real-time versions of performance equivalence 
The transition system we exploit for the operational description of agents has the 
same granularity as the one for all the other (interleaving and non-interleaving) 
semantic equivalences. As mentioned above time is not an action and cannot cause 
a state transition. We feel this is an important feature of our approach, allowing us to 
compare performance equivalence with the other, untimed ones. 
Indeed, our treatment of nondeterminism is similar to an internal choice: first, each 
local component decides (with zero delay) which action it wants to execute, then it 
tries to export the action to the top level, possible delayed by synchronisations. If
successful, the execution takes exactly the right amount of time; otherwise, the action 
is not executed at all. As all the local choices are to be taken into account, all the 
possible executions are represented. 
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In our setting, a real-time constraint simply prevents the execution of some of the 
possible actions. Thus, the effect is simply to prune some transitions in the uncon- 
strained labelled transition system we have presented in Section 3. The following 
example may help in clarifying in which sense our semantics is not real time, according 
to some papers in the literature (see, e.g., [31]). Let us consider a different operational 
rule for synchronisation, following [ 11: 
<o*n)*o1 <a. n)*w 
Sl - s; - s; 
(SW 
if aEA. 
<a.n >*01 II 02 
Sl IIA sz - 4 II”& 
Rule (SYN) is more stringent than (PAR3) because it prevents any form of busy 
waiting: two agents can synchronise if they are ready to do so exactly at the same time 
instant. To illustrate the differences, consider again the two term E =a 1) b and 
E’ =(a. c Ije (b + c)) Cb/c] which are not performance quivalent when using rule (PAR3) 
(see Example 5.3). If we take rule (SYN) for synchronisation, then E-,E’ because the 
synchronisation over c is prevented: the c from the left agent is completed at time 
f(a)+f(c), while the c from the right agent is completed at timef(c); hence (SYN) 
cannot apply. It is worthwhile noting that when (SYN) is substituted for (PAR3), 
performance equivalence 
l is a congruence for parallel composition (there is no need of the time update 
function), and 
l is incomparable with any of the untimed semantics, e.g., interleaving bisimulation 
Cl913 
Of course, this is only one of the possible real-time versions of the synchronisation 
rule. Another, more realistic synchronisation rule, as well as real-time oriented 
operational rules for parallel and alternative composition will be investigated in future 
research. 
6.3. Related work 
The basic ideas underlying our approach to time are not completely new. In the 
Petri net community, there is a long tradition of timed models for realtime and 
performance evaluation. In one of these models, weighted basic net systems [S] 
proposed by Best, the timing inscriptions do not affect the set of occurrence sequences, 
but serve only to derive some quantitative information, as we do in this paper. 
In the process algebra community, the technical idea of having information 
“located” at sequential subsystems dates back to causal trees [9], where in this case 
the information are a set of causal pointers. The idea of having local clocks associated 
to sequential subagents, together with eager actions and static durations appeared 
firstly in [20]. This work has been further refined and extended in Cl], where Aceto 
and Murphy also show that, for the subcalculus without synchronisation, 
performance equivalence coincides with history preserving and ST bisimulation 
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equivalences. The structure of our states and our basic intuition on the nature of time 
is indeed very similar to the one proposed in these two papers. 
Very close to our work is also [14], where Ferrari and Montanari exploit matrices 
of clocked locations to represent he state of the system and the observations of 
transitions. Then, a clever algebra of such matrices is defined, where the operation of 
multiplication has the effect of a sum on time and the addition operation is interpreted 
as a max on time. 
In conclusion, the aim of our study is to provide an approach able to incorporate 
time into formal specifications, in order to capture functional and per- 
formance behaviour of distributed and parallel systems. Nevertheless we are 
aware that, because of the inherent random nature of the investigated problems, 
the concepts of random variables and stochastic processes represent the unique 
well-founded discipline able to describe performance aspects of computer 
systems. Thus, even if other alternative (or complementary) approaches can be 
studied (e.g., stochastic Petri net models), our next purpose will be to replace 
specific, deterministic time duration values with time probabilistic distribution 
duration functions, in order to provide a uniform integration of the theories of 
process algebras and performance evaluation (see, e.g., [4, 17, 181 for a preliminary 
study). 
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Appendix 
This appendix is devoted to prove Proposition 4.6. 
Definition A.l. Let i be a natural number. ZnCri: U+U is defined as follows: 
0 ZnCri(tl * nil) = (n + i) =k= nil, 
0 Zncr*(n~a.E)=(n+i)~a.E, 
l Zncri(n~(El+Ez))=(n+i)~(E,+Ez), 
0 ZlZCri(Sl 11.4 SJ = ZnCri(Sl) 11~ ZtKri(S& 
0 ZfKri(S[@])=ZtKri(S)[@], 
0 ZtKri(F(S)) = F(ZTKri(S)). 
Note th;t> for any transition of the form ZnCri(u) (s.k u’ (or of the form 
ZnCri(a) a u’), we have that k > i. 
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Lemma A.2. Let seS and teT. Then we have the following: 
(i) s --+ ‘a*k’*o S’ * InCri(S) ‘ek+i,*w InCri(S’), 
<a,k)*m _ 
(ii) ZnCri(S) - s * (s <Yrn s’ A ZnCri(s’) = S), 
(iii) t --+ (Irvk) t’ * ZnCri(t) (a,k+i! ZnCri(t’), 
(iv) ZnCri(t) - (o*k) t* (t 0 t’ A ZnCri(t’)= F). 
Proof. As the four items can be proved similarly, we present he proof for the first one 
<a. k )*a 
only. It proceeds by induction on the proof of transition s - s’. We argue by cases 
on the form of s. 
(1) s=n =S a.E. By (ACT) we have that k=n+f(a) and s’=k * E. By Definition 
A.l, Zncri(s)=(n+i) * a.E. Then, it follows by (ACT) that 
ZnCri (S) - 
<a.k+i>*w (k+i) ~ E 
from which the thesis follows, because (k+i) =B E=Zncri(k E). 
(2) s = SC@]. By (REL) there must exist an action b such that Q(b)= a, 3 o*o S’ 
and s’=S’[@]. By inductive hypothesis, we have that Zncri(S) (b,k+i)*Y Zncri(.F’). By 
Definition A. 1, Zncri (s) = Zncri(.?) [@I; 
ZnCri(S) - (Ir’k+i)*w ZnCri(f')[@]. 
The thesis follows by observing that Zncri(s’)=Zncri(~‘)[~]. 
<a,kWo 
(3) s=n =S (E1+E2). By (ALTl) the premise of the rule is n =S El-s’. 
Applying the inductive hypothesis, we get 
Zncri(n =z- EI)=(n+i) * El - <a’k+i’*o Zncri(s’). 
Hence, by (ALTl) the thesis follows: 
Zncri(n =S (E1+Ez))=(n+i) =S El - ‘a’k+i’*W Zncri(s’). 
The symmetric case, when using (ALT2), is similar and thus omitted. 
(4) s = s r II A s2. There are two cases. 
Case 1: a$A. There are two further subcases, corresponding to rules (PARl) and 
(PARZ): 
Subcase 1: si <a’k’*W1 - s;, o = co1 J and s’ = s; 11 A s2. By inductive hypothesis, we have 
ZnCri(Sl) ‘“Z1 ZnCri(S;). 
By Definition A.l, Zncri(s) = Zncri(sl) 11 A Z ncri(sJ. Then, by (PARl) the thesis follows, 
observing that Zncri(s’) = Zncri(s;) 11 A Zncri(s2) and 
ZtlCri(S) <o,k+i)*W ZnCri(S;) 11~ ZnCri(SJ. 
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Subcase 2: s2 “’ k’*W2 - s;, o = L w2 and s’ = s1 II ,., s; . This is the symmetric ase, hence 
omitted. 
Case 2: acA. By the premise of (PAR3), we have sr ‘a,kl s;, s2 ‘a, s;, 
o=ol )I 02, k=max{k,, k,} and s’=[k-kI, oI]s; IIA [k-kz, oz]s;. By inductive 
hypothesis 
ZnCri(Sl) ‘n.kl+i)*wl ZnCri($) and ZnCri(sz) ‘a, ZnCri(s;). 
As it can be easily proved by structural induction on s that [k, w] Zncri(s)= 
Zncri([k, o]s), we have that 
Ck-kl, 011 Zncrd4) IIA [k-b, ~2lZncrds’z) 
=IncrdlIk-kl, 0114 I/A [k-h, 0214) 
By Definition A.1 also ZnCri(s)=ZnCri(sl) IIA ZnCri(sz), from which the thesis follows: 
<a,k+i)*w 
ZnCri(S) - zncri(Ck-kl, 011s; IIA [k-b, 021~9, 0 
Lemma A.3. ~1 N u2 +- ZnCri(al) N ZnCri(n2) for all ~1,142~ U and ie N). 
Proof. We prove that 9 = { (ZnCri(al), ZnCri(u2))  in N A u1 - u2} is a (strong) bisimula- 
tion. Let (ZtICri(U,), ZnCri(U&4e. 
0 Let ZtICri(Ul), ZnCri(U&S. 
- Let ZnCri(ul) % Ur. By Lemma A.2 u1 o*y u; and ZnCri(a;)=tir. Since 
u~u2 there exists U;EU such that u2 <o,n-i)*o u; and u; -u;. Again by 
Lemma A.2, we have that ZnCrr(u2) <“n)*o - ZnCri(&). Hence, by definition of 9, 
(ZnCri(U;), ZflCri(U;))ELS. 
- Let ZnCri(U2) - U <u)*~ -2. Similar to the previous one, and thus omitted. 
l Let ZnCri(ul), Zncri(u&T. This point can be proved similarly to the above. 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.3 0 
Proposition A.4 Given two performance equivalent agents El and E2, we have the 
following: 
(i) a.E1wp a. E2 for any action aEAct; 
(ii) E+E1wp E+E2 and E1+E- ,, E2 + E,for any agent E; 
(iii) El [@I -p E2 [@I, for any duration-preserving relabelling @; 
(iv) El II E - ,E2lIEandEIl&-, E I/ E2,for any agent E. 
Proof. The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are trivial, hence omitted. By hypothesis and by 
definition of performance equivalence we have F(0 *El)- F(0 =-E,). 
(1) F(0 * a.E,)-F(0 + E,), in fact: 
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(a) Let F(0 * a.E,) 6~“) - F(f(a) + E,). Note that this is the only transition from 
F(0 *a.&). Similarly, we have F(0 =z- a.&) z F(f(a) *&). By hypothesis and 
by Lemma A.3 it results: F(f(a) * El)-F(f(a) * E,). In fact it is F(f(a) * Ei)= 
Incrf&O *El) and F(0) * &)=Incr&O ;.“n:, 
(b) The symmetric case when F(0 * a. E,); F(f(a) a E,) is omitted. 
(2) F(0 * (E, 11 E))-F(0 =S (E, 11 E)). We will prove that 
vs,, sz, s~~.f-(s,)-~(s,)=>~(s, II 4%w2 II s) 
showing that W is a (strong) bisimulation, where W= { (F(s, II s), F(s2 II s)) I 
WI)-%)). Let (WI II 4, 0~2 II 4kW. 
(a) Let F(sr II s)<cr,n> t. There are two cases. 
Case 1: sr (O*n)*W1 
<o,n>*o2 
- s; and t = F(s’, II s). Since F (sl) N F(Q), we have that s2 - s; 
and F(s;) N F(s;). Consequently, F(sz II s) (a,n! F(s; II s). Hence, by definition of W, 
(F(4 II 4, w; II 4w. 
Case 2: s Z s’ and t =F(si II s’). Clearly, F(s, II s) (o.n) F(s2 )( s) and, by defini- 
tion of W, (F(s; II s), F(s; II s))eW. 
(b) The symmetric case, F(sz IIs) <rr,n! t, can be proved similarly. 
(3) F(0 * (E II E,)) - F(0 * E II E2)). Analogous to the previous one, hence omitted. 
This completes the proof. 0 
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